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aside. In the first place, as it grew com- 

mon it became a nuisance to pedestrians ; 
it could only be used advantageously on 

smooth and firm ground, and the riders 

therefore made choice of the flat flagstones 

of the foot-pavements or the gravel walks 
of the parks and suburbs. This led to 
complaints ,but too well founded from the 

promenading gentry, and then to inter- 
ference by the municipal authorities, who 
dealt a fatal blow to the dandy horse by 
sweeping it summarily from the footways, 
and limiting its exercitations to certain 
specified localities. Another cause of de- 
clension was the injurious effects of such 
riding as we have described upon the bodily 
health. Severe cases of rupture and many 
other painful disorders were proved to have 
thus originated, and the verdict of medical 
men was unanimous in condemning the 
pastime. 

The two-wheeled velocipede had hardly 
subsided, when the three-wheeler made its 
appearance. It was constructed on a 
different plan entirely—the driving wheel 
being turned by the action of treadles, the 
saddle replaced by a comfortable seat—the 
feet of the rider being always clear of the 
ground. But it was, and is (for it still 
exists), but a meek and tame affair com- 
pared with the two-wheeler, being capable 
neither of the high speed nor the elegant 
evolutions of the original invention. For 
full forty years past this machine has been 
seen at intervals in the suburbs of London ; 
it is generally an article of home manufac- 
ture, being constructed for the most part 
by the rider, who has produced it for his 
own gratification, and has added some 
modifications or improvements of his own 
contrivance. Commonly it carries but a 
single person, who is given to stopping at 
suburban public-houses in order to recruit 
his driving power by a glass of ale; but 
sometimes it carries double, the. riders 
relieving each other at the treadmill. Some 
few years back we encountered in the Green 
Lanes near Stoke Newington, a huge family 
velocipede, having two driving wheels, each 
six feet in height; between the tall wheels   

sat paterfamilias and his biggest. boy, work. 
ing most energetically, not treadles, but 
manuals—while materfamilias and a goodly 
nest of little ones of various ages enjoyed 
themselves luxuriously in an open car at 
the rear. 

In the Hyde Park Exhibition of 1851, a 
three-wheeled velocipede was forwarded 
from the town of Bedford: it was the only 
representative of its class in that tremen- 
dous gathering of industrial labours; and 
what is more remarkable, the only contribu- 
tion sent by the flourishing town of Bedford 
to the World’s Fair. 

The modern bicycle, however, which has 
been carried to such perfection of late years, 
is a marvel of workmanship and finish. 
The machines used in racing sometimes 
weigh only 25 lbs., with a 50 to 54-inch 
driving wheel, and the ordinary roadsters of 
the same size from 40 to 60 lbs. It is cal- 

culated that there are now more than 
100,000 bicycles in the United Kingdom, 
and at the Hampton Court meet of London 
clubs held in this year, nearly two thousand 
riders of the silent “iron steed” appeared 
in the chestnut avenue of Bushey Park, and 
the long ranks of their bright machines, 
glinting in the sunshine, made up what spec- 
tators pronounced to be a very pretty sight. 

With respect to the pleasure to be de- 
rived from riding these machines, there can 
be but one opinion, and their ever-increas- 

ing popularity will sufficiently attest it. Al- 
ready tourists have penetrated into every 
nook and corner of old England, gathering 
stores of health from their exertions, and 
some have even penetrated France, Ger 
many, Italy, and Switzerland. There is a 
great charm to a good rider in feeling so 
entirely independent to go wherever he 
may choose, and be able to cover, without 
much fatigue, a distance of too miles a day, 
and have a good view of the country 

through which he is passing from his ele- 
vated position. 

In racing, one mile has been covered in 
2m. 438., and ina road race from Bath to 
London the winner performed the distance 
of 105 miles in 8h, 23 m.


